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The goal of this thesis is to develop a set of design criteria that can be used to evaluate 
new housing interventions on post-war Tower in the Park public housing sites in New York City. 
Three new projects have been completed in the last ten years, where affordable housing has been 
built in the place of existing “underutilized” parking lots. With the rising deterioration of the 
NYCHA housing stock due to several decades of under-funding the city is encouraging market 
rate and affordable housing development within existing NYCHA sites. At the same time, the 
need for senior housing in the city has grown, and several new developments have been built 
within the existing NYCHA sites to house seniors. These sites have great architectural and social 
significance, and many interventions fail to engage the historic fabric in a meaningful way, and 
are largely unpopular among residents. My goal is to look at alternate siting possibilities based 
on site analyses that value existing patterns to determine whether these three additions were 
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supportive of the architectural and social significance of the site. Millbrook, Van Dyke, and 
Ingersoll are similar in site plan, density, height, facade material, program, and so are most 
useful in determining strategies for future development on high rise public housing sites. I 
believe that there are on site alternatives and off site alternatives that better support the 
significance of these sites. 
Mill Brook Terrace is a new affordable housing building that has been built on one of the 
parking lots of Mill Brook Houses. Mill Brook Houses is a Tower in the Park style public 
housing development in the South Bronx, constructed in 1959 and 1962. The buildings are 
sixteen stories tall, angled toward the street and set back considerably from the sidewalk. All 
building entrances are inward facing, located at the center of the massive brick facades, and 
amenities are located on the interior of the campus away from the street. The campus consists of 
9 buildings set on two superblocks, and the new building is perpendicular to these buildings, 
facing outward. 
 CAMBA Van Dyke is a new building for Affordable and Supportive Family Housing at 
Van Dyke Houses. Van Dyke Houses are also a post war Tower in the Park project, situated next 
to other public housing complexes in Brownsville, and covering three superblocks. Twenty two 
buildings are situated in this housing development, built in 1955. The buildings are evenly 
spaced within the superblocks, at 14 stories tall and with minimal exterior ornamentation or 
detail, similar to Mill Brook. Van Dyke Houses were featured in Defensible Space by Oscar 
Newman, as an example of high-rise public housing with a lack of defensible space.1  
Stonewall House Senior Residences is a new senior housing building built within the 
footprint of Ingersoll Houses, formerly Fort Greene Houses, themselves constructed in 1944, 
 
1 Newman, Oscar. Defensible Space: People and Design in the Violent City. London: 
Architectural Press, 1972. 
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during the early tower in the park period; at Ingersoll the buildings range in height from six to 
twelve stories, and in unconventional polygon floorplans. The new residential tower is in stark 
contrast in siting, form, materials, and plan to the existing buildings.  
  
Literature Review 
Many architects, artists, architectural critics, and historians have written about the faults 
of high-rise public housing design, and what should therefore be done with them. Charles Jencks 
argued in The Language of Post-Modern Architecture that the modernist movement “died” with 
the destruction of Pruitt Igoe, the high-rise “tower in the park” housing project in St. Louis, 
Missouri in 1977.2 Like many others, Jencks faulted the “failure in planning and architecture,” 
specifically citing the “hospital metaphor” of its simple, clean, and open features to instill good 
virtues in its inhabitants.3 Gwendolyn Wright writes in Building the Dream about how the “high 
density and monotonous standardization made the projects look harshly institutional, which 
demeaned the tenants with a charity stigma.”4  Edward Goetz blames the “impersonal 
architecture” for the social problems associated with youth groups on the grounds of Tower in 
the Park sites.5 Oscar Newman faults several high-rise housing projects including Pruitt Igoe and 
Van Dyke Houses, associating crime with the lack of defensible space of these site plans and for 
the “anonymous condition” of the long, double loaded interior hallways of every floor.6  
 
2 Charles Jencks, The Language of Post-Modern Architecture (New York: Rizzoli, 1979), 9.  
3 Ibid, 9.  
4 Gwendolyn Wright, Building the Dream a Social History of Housing in America (Cambridge: MIT Press, 
1981), 237. 
5 Edward G. Goetz, New Deal Ruins: Race, Economic Justice, and Public Housing Policy (Ithaca: Cornell 
Univ. Press, 2013), 33. 
6 Newman, Oscar. Defensible Space: People and Design in the Violent City (London: Architectural Press, 
1972), 39-49.  
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 Architectural critics also generally fault the architecture of post war high-rise projects, 
while praising earlier housing. Paul Goldberger has consistently praised the Harlem River 
Houses, and believes that similar early models such as Williamsburg Houses were more 
“generous, gracious, and dignified” than later high-rise housing complexes.7 Similarly, Nicolai 
Ourousoff praises early low-rise housing project Lafitte Houses as an embodiment of “a time 
period when America still seemed capable of a more hopeful vision, one in which architecture, 
planning and social policy collaborated to create a more decent society.”8 Others like Jessica 
Hayden see both earlier and later public housing to have negative connotations for the American 
public, and that the architecture, siting, and design of the buildings contribute to these negative 
feelings.9 Herbert Muschamp argues that although Le Corbusier’s tower in the park designs were 
theoretically positive, their application for public housing acted like “a bomb dropped on 
traditional urban form” and “disfigured many American cities and became warehouses for the 
poor.”10  
 Several authors discuss the benefits of the light, air, and green space afforded by high-rise 
and low rise housing projects. Edward Goetz in his 2013 book New Deal Ruins writes 
extensively about the difference in light, green space, cleanliness, and recreational activities 
between the newly built houses and the blocks of tenement buildings that they replaced. In this 
case, he argues that the increased light experienced by residents “symbolized the moral uplift 
provided by the place”.11 Alexander Curley found in interviews with residents of Boston’s 
 
7 Paul Goldberger, “Zoning and the Physical City,” paulgoldberger.com, November 15, 2011. Accessed 
April 15, 2021. 
8 Nicolai Ouroussoff, “History vs. Homogeneity in New Orleans Housing Fight,” The New York Times, 
February 22, 2007. 
9 Hayden, Jessica M. “The Form and Function of Poverty: Examining National Identity through Public 
Housing Architecture, Perspectives on Political Science,” 2013. 
10 Muschamp, Herbert. “New Public Housing, French Vintage 1922.” The New York Times. April 8, 1993.  
11 Goetz, 26. 
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Maverick Gardens, a project that Goetz also wrote about, that the emphasis on common spaces 
and arrangement of buildings “encouraged the development of trust” which actually “enhanced 
support systems and contributed to their collective efficacy.”12 Elizabeth Wood, the director of 
the Chicago Housing Authority in the 1940s and 1950s spoke about the need for public housing 
to be “bold and comprehensive”, contrasting taller projects with those that blended in with their 
environment. She describes current residential problems facing slum neighborhoods in Chicago 
to be smoke, noise, and fumes, all of which would be addressed by the intended 20-30% 
coverage of high rise public housing sites.13  
Several artists talk about the architectural merits of high rise public housing through the 
lens of race. The artist Kerry James Marshall in his series “Many Mansions” from 1994 explores 
the landscapes of public housing campuses in Chicago and Los Angeles, including Rockwell 
Gardens , Wentworth Gardens, and Stateway Gardens. In his paintings, Marshall depicts the 
landscape of these houses, full of light and African American residents engaging in recreation 
and play in the colorful foreground, whereas the buildings themselves are cast in a single hue of 
subdued red in the background of each portrait. Marshall remarked that rather than the image of 
“incredible poverty, abuse, violence, and misery that exists there, there is also a great deal of 
hopefulness, joy, pleasure, and fun,” speaking from his own experience growing up in public 
housing.14 Others, like Michael Ford, a BIPOC architect and activist, speak about the origins of 
Hip Hop in the public housing of New York City as a critique of the modernist ideas of the tower 
in the park houses that artists lived in at the time. He cites one of the earliest mass hits of Hip 
Hop, “The Message”, which is almost entirely written about the poor conditions of public 
 
12 Goetz, 130.  
13 Wright, 235. 
14 David Deitcher, “Kerry James Marshall,” 4Columns, September 12, 2016. 
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housing at the time, specifically citing the rats, broken glass, public defecation, cockroaches, 
drug use, violence, and poverty characteristic of high-rise projects in the Bronx. Ford argues that 
this music made by former NYCHA residents who later became Hip Hop musicians was directly 
faulting the architecture for the psychological toll that they were all feeling at the time, or in 
some cases the housing authority itself.15 Terry Boddie makes a similar argument with his 
expressive painting Blueprint in 2001, which presents the viewer with a side by side of a plan 
view of a slave ship and a perspective of a high rise public housing complex on 134th street. 
Boddie relates the efficiency of this form of public housing to the efficiency of slave ships in 
fitting as many enslaved persons on a single ship as possible.16  
 Despite the public examples of demolished high-rise public housing such as Cabrini 
Green and Pruitt Igoe, others have written about how the design of public housing was a positive, 
powerful metaphor, and other positive aspects of their design. Gwendolyn Wright writes about 
the intention of housing reformers to create “massive” projects of a “unified yet distinctive 
appearance” because the change in scale would allow residents to “break with their past 
surroundings and acquaintances”.17 James Ford writes about this idea in 1936, saying that the 
massive size of a project in a “slum” neighborhood would metaphorically dominate the 
neighborhood due to its size, and therefore make the project less likely to return to the conditions 
in the surrounding neighborhood.18 Richard Plunz in his book “A History of Housing in New 
York City”, calls Tower in the Park a “forceful emblem of reform”.19 Lawrence J Vale in her 
 
15 Leight, Elias. “How One Man Is Using Hip-Hop to Diversify Architecture.” Rolling Stone. Rolling Stone, 
June 26, 2018. 
16 “A Blueprint for Public Housing.” National Museum of African American History and Culture, January 
30, 2020. 
17 Wright, 234.  
18 Ibid. 
19 Plunz, Richard, and Kenneth T. Jackson. A History of Housing in New York City. New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1990. 
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book “Purging the Poorest” is disparages on the architecture of housing authorities outside of 
New York, but claims that the high rise architecture in New York remains “attractive,” but 
mostly relates the difference of physical appearance of buildings to be relative to management, 
maintenance, and stricter admission restrictions rather than superior design.20  
 The possibility of building new housing on NYCHA sites has increased in relevance 
since a change in policy at the mayor’s office in the 2010’s, in response to decreased funding for 
NYCHA at the state and federal level since the 1990’s. In 2015 NYCHA announced the Next 
Generation NYCHA plan, which would increase funding to NYCHA.21 The study demonstrated 
that NYCHA reserves had been decreasing since 2007, and from 2011 to 2014 were below the 
cost of average monthly operating expenses, while state and federal funding had dwindled since 
the early 2000’s.22  This study first introduces the idea of converting targeted “underutilized” 
public housing in valuable real estate areas of the city into 50/50 subsidized and market rate 
housing, and making the money would go towards repairs and reducing NYCHA’s debt.23 
“NYCHA controls a significant amount of unused development rights because NYCHA 
properties are smaller than what could be built at those locations today under the City’s zoning 
code... many NYCHA developments were built as part of super blocks, with buildings set back 
from the street in campuses that span multiple city blocks.”24 In 2017, AECOM and others 
released a “Physical Needs Assessment” of NYCHA that painted an even bleaker picture of the 
conditions of its housing, stating that necessary repairs to apartments, building exteriors, 
mechanical, and landscaping would require $31.8 billion in the first five years and another 14 
 
20 Hayden. 
21 Rubinstein, Brendan. “De Blasio Unveils 10-Year NYCHA Plan.” Politico PRO, May 20, 2015. 
22 “Next Generation NYCHA.” Nyc.gov. The City of New York. (Accessed August 19, 2020), 6. 
23 Ibid, 85. 
24 Campion, Sean. “NYCHA's Untapped Assets.” Citizens Budget Commission of New York, October 2, 2018. 
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billion over the next 15 years.25 This lead to a more expansive plan by NYCHA in 2018 called 
“NYCHA 2.0,” which planned to raise $23.8 billion in 10 years for capital repairs.26 This plan 
included converting 62,000 units of public housing into private management, while still retaining 
land ownership, selling transferable development rights, and a program called “Build to 
Preserve,” which proposed infill development of mixed income housing on available NYCHA 
land.27 This plan acknowledges that the “50/50” plan would not raise enough funds given the 
need for repairs, and so instead focus on a 75/25 split of market rate and affordable housing at 
new locations within the existing sites.28 According to its analysis, NYCHA owns 50-80 million 
square feet of land that can be developed, as of right,  without altering the existing zoning of 
current properties. The new construction would account for $2 billion of the total $23 billion to 
be raised, accounting for repairs to roughly 10,000 units of housing.29  
 Several designers have written about developing a methodology for restoring public 
housing in New York City. Peterson and Rich released a set of “key recommendations” for 
adaptations of NYCHA sites in 2020, which included adding balconies to residents apartments, 
adaptively reusing underutilized space, and extending properties to the sidewalk to reintegrate 
them into the city fabric.30 Lacaton & Vassal employed a similar strategy of adding balconies to 
 
25 “Physical Needs Assessment 2017.” Nyc.gov, March 2018. (New York City Housing Authority), 5. 
26 Arthur, Tristesa, Max Brueckner-Humphreys, and Daniel Rubin. “NYCHA's Road Ahead: Capital and Operating Budget Needs, 
Shortfalls, and Plans,” (August 2019), 4. 
27 Ibid, 4. 
28 Ibid, 4. 
29 Ibid, 5. 
30 Hickman, Matt. “Peterson Rich Office and Regional Plan Association Return with Design 
Recommendations for Improving NYCHA Properties.” The Architect's Newspaper, 
September 20, 2020.  
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high rise structures outside of Paris.31 Although these strategies are successful largely in 
improving amenities for residents and making the units more desirable, they also significantly 
alter the appearance of the original buildings, which may be seen by some as antithetical to a 
preservationist approach. NYCHA has its own design guidelines for existing historic buildings 
on NYCHA campuses, and these guidelines generally suggest matching existing materials on the 
exterior of the buildings and improving the elements of the landscaping to promote easier use of 
those facilities, such as less fencing, better benches, better conditions for recreation spaces for 
sports, and drainage in green spaces.32  
 The issue of the preservation of public housing campuses has been written about 
increasingly as NYCHA seems more willing to sell off their land for new development. In 2017, 
a Section 106 Programmatic agreement released an assessment of NYCHA properties by the 
New York State SHPO Office regarding the eligibility of NYCHA properties for the National 
Register. The office concluded that, in addition to the five NYCHA campuses that were already 
listed on the National Register, 33 additional campuses were eligible for the National Register, 
including Ingersoll Houses.33 The significance and under designation of public housing sites has 
also been written about. Jessica Wood in her 2017 Master’s thesis regarding the significance of 
landscape design on public housing sites describes the courtyard type, tower type, and slab type 
of public housing projects and concludes with the best practices of these typologies.34 Vincent 
Reina’s 2018 Master’s thesis regarding the preservation of subsidized housing discusses the 
 
31 Huber, David. “Lacaton & Vassal Have a Strategy to Save France's Social Housing.” 
Metropolis, March 16, 2021.  
32 New York City Housing Authority, Design Guidelines: Rehabilitation of NYCHA Residential Buildings § (2018). 
33 Parks, Recreation, and Historic Preservation Division, NYCHA Section 106 Programmatic Agreement § 
(2017), 82. 
34 Wood, Jessica. “Creating Better American Cities: A Study of Circulation and Common 
Spaces of Public Housing,” 2017. 
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factors that have contributed to the lack of preservation for public housing buildings, including 
deferred maintenance.35  
 This thesis seeks to add to the repertory of design solutions for the problem of new 
construction within historic, unlisted Tower in the Park public housing in New York City. Rather 
than focusing solely on the aesthetics of these structures, or improving amenities, it will first 
discuss the historic and social significance of three case studies, followed by site analysis of 
these projects, and use this framework to evaluate the new buildings and propose alternate site 
options and design strategies for each site. This approach prioritizes maintaining the character 
defining features of the site in new interventions, and responding to residents concerns and issues 
of equity on site.  
  
Van Dyke Case Study 
 The buildings at Van Dyke are a monumental presence in the neighborhood of 
Brownsville, where the buildings are generally short and spread out.  
 
35 Reina, Vincent. “The Preservation of Subsidized Housing: What We Know and Need to Know.” Thesis, Lincoln Institute of Land 
Policy, 2018. 
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 [Figure 1: Van Dyke Houses. Prepared by: NYCHA, Performance Tracking & Analytics 
Department (December 2020)] 
Description of the Housing Project 
  
 Van Dyke Houses is a housing project of high-rise, 14 story and 3 story slab buildings set 
on three superblocks. Van Dyke I was designed by Kelly & Gruzen and completed on May 31, 
1955. Van Dyke II was a single building designed by Isadore & Zachary Rosenfeld, and 
completed soon after within the footprint of the existing houses (Figure X). The houses cover 
16.6% of the total area, with 22 buildings on 3 lots totally 973,431 acres.  
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[Figure 2: Two primary buildings types on the site. Source: Google Earth. 
http://www.earth.google.com [April 14, 2021].] 
 
History of the Site 
 
The history of the Brownsville neighborhood begins in the 1880s, when Brownsville was 
mostly a marshy floodplain36. Although the area was known and occupied previously, first by the 
Lenape, then the Dutch, and finally European immigrant settlers, the street grid in this area of 
Brooklyn was not established until the 1880s37. The following period, from 1890 to 1920 was 
defined by large numbers of Jewish immigrants, who first settled in the Lower East Side after 
 
36 Pritchet 
37 Pritchett, Wendell E. “Race and Community in Postwar Brooklyn.” Journal of Urban History 
27, no. 4 (2001): 445–70. https://doi.org/10.1177/009614420102700404.  
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immigration, moving to Brownsville hoping for more open space38. This population primarily 
worked in the industrial waterfront along the East River, and many of these workers successfully 
lobbied their employers to move their factories to Brownsville as the city rapidly expanded.39 
Because of the large number of Jewish residents in this concentrated area, the neighborhood was 
known as “the Jerusalem of America” between the 1890s and the 1920s40. Because of the lack of 
financial pressure for speculative development, many residents living in the Brownsville 
neighborhood lived in housing that was the first development on that parcel of land, and so by 
the 1930s many structures were entirely wood frame, with outhouses instead of indoor 
bathrooms, they lacked indoor plumbing, and had been extant for several decades.41 The Great 
Depression hit Brownsville hard. In 1934 a survey by the Public Works Administration 
employed 5,000 workers to conduct a “Real Property Inventory” of residential and commercial 
properties in every major American city including New York City.42 This study looked at factors 
relating to the construction of each building including type of building, condition, occupancy, 
age, “equipment”, assessed valuation, and financial set up. Areas with the greatest number and 
concentration of substandard housing would be considered candidates for mass demolition and 
new modern housing construction.43 Fourteen neighborhoods were identified in this study 
including Brownsville, and many of these became sites for future public housing location.  
 
38 Walsh 
39 Milton J Goell, “Brownsville Must Have Public Housing,” Brownsville Must Have Public Housing (New 
York, NY: Brooklyn Committee for Better Housing, 1940), 9. 
40 Walsh 
41 United States. 1934. Real property inventory, 1934: Civil Works Administration project : summary and sixty-four cities 
combined. Washington, D.C.: Dept. of Commerce, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. 
42 Ibid. 
43 Williamsburg Houses: a Case History of Housing. Washington, D.C.?: Federal Administration of Public 
Works, n.d. 
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 By 1940, several of these 14 “slum neighborhoods” had already become the earliest sites 
of public housing, including Red Hook, Williamsburg, and East Harlem.44 As the conditions in 
Brownsville deteriorated, in 1940 the Brownsville Neighborhood Council published a pamphlet 
advocating for public housing in the Brownsville neighborhood titled “Brownsville Must Have 
Public Housing”.45 This pamphlet, written by wealthier landowners in the neighborhood 
emphasized their frustration with the lack of redevelopment in Brownsville. They cited the 1934 
“Real Property Inventory” survey, which alleged that within a confined area of Brownsville there 
were 688 buildings without a tub or shower, 437 without private indoor toilets, 2,071 that lacked 
running hot water, and 1,442 vacant houses.46 They alleged that despite the growing demand for 
housing, the conditions here and economic reality meant that only the most desperate citizens 
would be willing to live in this environment, and that government intervention was necessary. 
These buildings also importantly occupied around 90% of the area within each block. The 
pamphlet also cited crime and health statistics to illustrate the dire conditions in that 
neighborhood. Of the 14 “slums” identified in New York City, Brownsville was one of the five 
with the worst crime rates. It has also had a significantly higher percentage of cases of syphilis in 
1939.47 At the same time, Robert Moses was looking for neighborhoods in the outer boroughs to 
house the displaced tenants from ongoing urban renewal projects in Manhattan. He also 
specifically indicated that current residents displaced by the Fort Greene Houses in Brooklyn, 
where there was previously a very large African American population, could be relocated to 
 
44 Goell, . 
45 Milton J Goell, “Brownsville Must Have Public Housing,” Brownsville Must Have Public Housing (New 
York, NY: Brooklyn Committee for Better Housing, 1940), 9. 
46 Goell. 15.  
47 Ibid, 20.  
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Brownsville because that neighborhood’s population would be more welcoming than the ethnic 




[Figure 3: Projects within the Brownsville Housing Zone. Source: Google Earth. 
http://www.earth.google.com [April 14, 2021].] 
 By the end of the 1940s, the entire area designated in 1940 by the Planning Commission 
as the “Brownsville Housing Zone”, bounded by Liberty Avenue, Sackman Street, Livonia 
Avenue, Rockaway Avenue, Sutter Avenue, Bristol Street, Livonia Avenue, Rockaway Avenue, 
 
48 Ibid, 25.  
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Sutter Avenue, Bristol Street, and East New York Avenue was beginning to be completely 
demolished and redeveloped into five separate public housing high-rise campuses.49 Brownsville 
Houses, an early Tower in Park housing project with shorter buildings and more intimate spaces, 
was completed in 1948, followed by four Tower in the Park housing campuses, Howard Houses 
and Van Dyke Houses in 1955, Tilden Houses in 1961, and Seth Low Houses in 1967.50 Walter 
Fried, an employee of the City Planning Commission, estimated that 170,000 people, mostly 
African American, were displaced between 1946 and 1953, and another 150,000 were displaced 
between 1954 and 1957 by early urban renewal projects. He asserts that many of these residents 
were essentially “dumped” into tenement buildings in Brownsville that would  soon be 
redeveloped into high rise projects during that period to accommodate the influx of residents 
from other boroughs. During this period, there was also a housing shortage due to the influx of 
430,000 African Americans and Latinos that migrated to the city during the 1950s alone.51  
 
49 Goell, 8.  
50 Pritchet. 452.  
51 Pritchett, Wendell. Brownsville, Brooklyn: Blacks, Jews, and the Changing Face of the Ghetto. 
Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 2003), 115. 
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[Figure 4: Van Dyke Houses Under Construction. Source: Journal of Urban History (May 2001)] 
 
 As a result, when Van Dyke houses first opened in 1954 it had a list of over 10,000 
applicants for its 1,603 units.52 Huge demographic changes were happening in the neighborhood 
at that time due to these converging forces of urban renewal and demand. In 1954, the project 
opened as 31% white, 57% African American, and 9% Puerto Rican. By the time the second 
phase of the project opened in 1955 the population had shifted to 25% white, 51% African 
American, and 24% Puerto Rican.53 By the late 1950s, the neighborhood of Brownsville as a 
whole was mostly African American and Puerto Rican. The Community Council estimated that 
 
52 Pritchett, Wendell. Brownsville, Brooklyn: Blacks, Jews, and the Changing Face of the Ghetto. 
(Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 2003) 100. 
53 Ibid, 115. 
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between 1950 and 1958, 46,000 white residents had left the Brownsville and East New York 
Neighborhoods. By 1977, the neighborhood of Brownsville was 77% African American, 19% 
Puerto Rican, and only 45% white. By this time, Brownsville had an alarmingly high crime rate, 
which lead Oscar Newman to focus on the Brownsville and Van Dyke Houses as a case study to 
understand the correlation between urban planning, architecture, and crime in 1977.54 He 
concluded that by orienting the entrances away from the street, and constructing the buildings at 
Van Dyke at a greater height and with long double-loaded corridors, the architects had created an 
anonymous condition that led to greater instances of crime compared to the low rise, geometric 
planned site of the Brownsville Houses.55  
 
54 Walsh, Kevin. “BROWNSVILLE and East New York, Brooklyn,” October 6, 2012. 
https://forgotten-ny.com/2005/06/brownsville-and-east-new-york-brooklyn/.  
55 Newman, Oscar. Defensible Space: People and Design in the Violent City. London: 
Architectural Press, 1977.  
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[Figure 5: Brownsville Houses. Source: Google Earth. http://www.earth.google.com [April 14, 
2021].] 
The architecture firm responsible for the first phase of the Van Dyke houses was Kelly & 
Gruzen, a young firm that had designed several planned communities in upstate New York, as 
well as the Tower in the Park project Ivy Hill Park Houses in 1951 in Newark New Jersey. The 
firm would go on to design notable modernist buildings such as the George W Wingate High 
School in Brooklyn in 1955, the New York School of Printing in 1958, and the Spanish Pavillion 
and American Express Pavillion at the 1964 World’s Fair in Corona Park.56 They also designed 
other public housing structures of similar massing and façade material in the New York area 
such as Sunset Green  in 1956, and experimental housing designs at Chatham Green and 
 
56 “Kelly & Gruzen.” Queens Modern. Accessed April 8, 2021. 
https://queensmodern.com/architecturalfirm/kelly-gruzen/.  
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Chatham Towers in 1959, Luna Park Houses and University Towers in 1961, and Lindsay Park 
Houses in 1967.57 
    
Introduction to CAMBA Van Dyke 
 Located at 603 Mother Gaston Boulevard, CAMBA Van Dyke, or Affordable and 
Supportive Family Housing at Van Dyke, is a 12 story building completed in 2017 and designed 
by Dattner Architects in conjunction with CAMBA Housing Ventures. The building is L shaped, 
distinguishing it from the bar or slab shaped buildings that make up the rest of the Van Dyke 
campus. Dattner prepared a proposal in 2011, and was awarded the project in 2013. Construction 
started in 2015 and 2016, and the building was occupied starting in 2018.58  
 In an interview Bill Stein, a senior consulting principal at Dattner, indicated that the 
design intent was to differentiate the new building from the existing buildings on the campus. He 
said that the buildings have a “relentless visual impact”. He worked on other affordable housing 
projects for Dattner including Via Verde. His design is slightly set back from the street, more 
than the neighboring library building but less than the adjacent slab of Van Dyke. The project is 
two stories shorter than the adjacent Van Dyke building, and the material of the façade 
references the height of the adjacent library. The corner of the building facing the street and next 
to the housing tower is curved where it meets the path entrance to the superblock, inviting 
residents into the campus. The modern materials of the exterior intentionally contrast with the 
utilitarian expression of the neighboring housing towers.59   
 
57 Ibid.  




[Figure 6: Affordable and Supportive Family Housing at Van Dyke. Source: “Affordable & 








[Figure 7: Site Analysis of Van Dyke Houses. Source: New York City Housing Authority 
[NYCHA], Next Generation NYCHA Van Dyke Community Vision(2014). ] 
 
Residents identified that strong places include the Van Dyke Community Center, the 
nearby grocery store, the Brooklyn Public Library branch located on campus, and the teacher’s 
prep high school. Residents identified weak places including an abandoned school that has been 
vacant for 40 years, located in the center of Brownsville Houses. Other weak places that were 
identified were Mother Gaston Boulevard and Livonia Avenue, which were both described as 
places with more drug and gang activity, vacant lots, poor lighting, and lack of police patrolling, 
and more refuse in the street than other areas. An abandoned Chase bank on Mother Gaston 
Boulevard was particularly a site for criminal activity. Across the street from the community 
center, the recreation lot of asphalt is poorly lit and lacks police patrolling, leading to drug 
activity.60  
Green space is a dominant feature on the Van dyke Campus, buildings and paths are 
framed on all sides by grass, trees, and bushes. Neighboring parks are also heavily used. Green 
spaces are not entirely surrounded by fencing, and in general allow for open recreation. In any 
case, fencing has gates and is short, at hip level.  
Circulation is shown as a dotted line, connecting the building entrances and likely tenant 
destinations. Building entrances are inward facing, along curved paths than run north to south 
within the superblock, although they are interrupted by Blake Avenue and Dumont Avenue and 
do not correspond with crosswalks. This analysis indicates that the peripheral sidewalks along 
Powell street and Mother Gaston boulevard are the most congested pedestrian routes between the 
 
60 New York City Housing Authority [NYCHA], Next Generation NYCHA Van Dyke 
Community Vision (2014). 
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houses and public transportation, which are north and south of the site, as well as commercial 
spaces, which are north of the site. The subway station for the L train, located north of the 
Houses, connects to Williamsburg and 14th street in Manhattan. The Subway station for the 2 
and 3 train, located south of the Houses, connects residents with Downtown Brooklyn, Lower 
Manhattan, and Midtown Manhattan. The bus stops along Rockaway Avenue connect with 
Williamsburg. 
Commercial spaces are largely located along Belmont Avenue between Mother Gaston 
and Rockaway avenue, and on Pitkin Avenue between Mother Gaston and Amboy Streets. 
   
Site Placement Options 
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[Figure 8: Site Placement Options at Van Dyke. Source: Google Earth.] 
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CAMBA Van Dyke Site 
 
 
[Figure 9: former parking lot, now site of CAMBA Van Dyke. Source: Google Earth. 
http://www.earth.google.com [April 14, 2021].] 
 The site of the new CAMBA Van Dyke intervention is effective because it is in the 
middle of the block. Structures that occupy the middle of the block are less visible from the street 
than structures built on corner lots. Thus, if the intention is to have a more limited impact on the 
appearance of the Housing Project, middle block interventions are ideal. Drivers and pedestrians 
are less likely to notice new development in this area than on the corner.  
It is also located on Mother Gaston Boulevard, a street that residents indicated needed 
help with crime, police presence, and lighting. However, it is also along a main thoroughfare 
between the commercial businesses on Pitkin Avenue and the residential areas south of Van 
Dyke Houses. Residents of Van Dyke, Brownsville Houses, and Tilden Houses use Mother 
Gaston Boulevard to travel north and south because this is where the closest crosswalk is for 
many residents. Although Van Dyke, Brownsville Houses, and Tilden each are connected by 
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paths mid-block, these paths all terminate at the street, and cross-walks only occur at the corner 
of each superblock.  
 The stretch of Mother Gaston Boulevard between Sutter Avenue and Livonia Avenue is 
framed by public housing on either side. This corridor is the primary place where the styles of 
each housing typology can be compared. The visual continuity of this street is maintained 
because each housing project is framed by trees on all sides. The primary entrance to each of 
these buildings is facing away from the street, allowing maximum greenspace adjacent to the 
sidewalk. The red brick facades of the public housing buildings often blend with the trees that 
frame and obscure their entrances. Rising above the tree-line, the tall slabs of Van Dyke Houses 
are seen as monoliths, with no visual connection to the street grid or visible entrance from the 
street. The only structures that break from this trend are the Brownsville Baptist Church and 
Brooklyn Public Library between Dumont and Livonia on Mother Gaston.   
 Because the Van Dyke Houses have always been taller than the average apartment 
building in Brownsville, they dominate the skyline along with the neighboring Seth Low and 
Tilden Houses. These two projects are clustered around Van Dyke Houses, creating a unique 
pocket of high rise buildings within a large area of 2-5 story housing.  
   




[Figure 10: Paved recreation lot across the street from the community center. Source: Google 
Earth. http://www.earth.google.com [April 14, 2021].] 
  
 This paved recreation space would be useful for interventions because it would be not 
visible from the public facing streets, or main thoroughfares of pedestrian traffic. Because the 
new intervention in this location would be obscured from view by residents in the neighborhood 
outside of the houses, this would be an ideal place for a taller intervention. Surrounded on three 
sides by tall slab buildings, and in the middle of the block, the new intervention would likely be 
not visible to the north, east, and west of the housing development. Because Sutter avenue to the 
north of the project connects residents to the L train, and Mother Gaston and Powell to the east 
and west are the main thoroughfares for residents traveling to and from the subway, this location 
along Blake avenue would be relatively unseen and less intrusive from these main corridors. The 
character of the public facing facades along these major streets would likely remain intact, and 
the new intervention would therefore not have to adhere to the design of the existing buildings 
because it would be less visible from the street. 
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In three community engagement meetings in September of 2014, residents indicated this 
lot as the location of gang activity, poor lighting, lack of police patrolling, and litter.61 Because 
this information has been gathered in the field through community workshops, it is a good tool to 
understand the residents’ feelings. Perception of crime in the neighborhood, and an unsafe 
environment across the street from the project community center contributes to fear and 
apprehension within the community. Another issue that residents are generally concerned about 
is views from their respective apartments. Residents whose apartments are facing inwards within 
the superblock would be the only residents with obstructed views, and those views generally are 
already limited by the layout of the existing buildings.  
Off Site Alternatives 
 
 
[Figure 11: vacant lot at 368 Livonia Avenue. Source: Google Earth. 
http://www.earth.google.com [April 14, 2021].] 
 
 




[Figure 12: vacant lot at 349 Livonia Avenue. Source: Google Earth. 
http://www.earth.google.com [April 14, 2021].] 
 
 
[Figure 13: Vacant Lot at 579 Sackman Street. Source: Google Earth. 





[Figure 14: vacant lot next to the Food Bazaar at 417 Junius Street. Source: Google Earth. 
http://www.earth.google.com [April 14, 2021].] 
 
 These sites are all adjacent to Livonia Avenue, which residents indicated as a weak space 
due to crime, litter, poor lighting, a lack of police presence, and vacant lots.62 368 Livonia 
Avenue, 349 Livonia Avenue, 579 Sackman Street, and the lot adjacent to 417 Junius street are 
all vacant lots, and although they provide the neighborhood with light and air they are fenced off 
and not accessible to the public. In the case of 417 Junius Street, the lot is currently being used as 
informal storage for nearby industrial uses.  
 An important factor in determining the feasibility of using these sites is their value. Since 
funding is an issue, and on site interventions have the benefit of already being owned by 
NYCHA, off-site interventions have a disadvantage when it comes to funding. The lot at 368 
 




Livonia Avenue is valued at around $159,000 in January of 2021.63 The vacant lot at 349 
Livonia Avenue is actually a collection of 10 lots that are all owned by the New York City 
Housing Preservation and Development (NYC HPD), and similarly the lot at 579 Sackman street 
is also  owned by the NYC HPD.64 The vacant lot near 417 Junius Street is owned by the 
MTA.65 The two properties owned by the NYC HPD are therefore the most likely choices based 
on cost. Engaging these vacant lots allows for the redevelopment of land that currently has no 
use and is the staging place for crime. It also activates property that is immediately adjacent to 
the 3 subway line connecting to Manhattan, making it valuable property for commuters.  
 
Design Strategies  
 
CAMBA Van Dyke:  
 
63 “368 Livonia Avenue.” nyc.gov. Accessed April 8, 2021. https://a836-pts-
access.nyc.gov/care/datalets/datalet.aspx?mode=nopv&sIndex=0&idx=1&LMparent=20.  
64 “Livonia Avenue, 11212.” zola.planning.nyc.gov. Accessed April 8, 2021. “368 Livonia 
Avenue.” nyc.gov. Accessed April 8, 2021. https://a836-pts-
access.nyc.gov/care/datalets/datalet.aspx?mode=nopv&sIndex=0&idx=1&LMparent=20. .  
65 Ibid.  
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[Figure 15: Design of CAMBA Van Dyke. Prepared by Will McCallum.] 
The current massing and site placement of the CAMBA Van Dyke structure built by 
Dattner Architects is in a relatively strong location, however its height, massing, and façade 
materials are in contrast with the rest of the housing project. 
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[Figure 16: Design of CAMBA Van Dyke. Source: Dattner Architects. 
https://www.dattner.com/projects/view/camba-van-dyke/.] 
By matching the height of the existing houses, the new intervention makes the existing 
houses look less monumental. The appearance of the intervention is similar to middle class 
apartment buildings, and the incorporation of metal panels and multicolored brick has little 
relationship with the red brick of the existing Van Dyke buildings. The square footage for the 
building is around 115,000 ft^2. Since the land is owned by NYCHA, cost is not a limiting 
factor.  
Design Alternate 1: 
 
 
[Figure 17: Design Alternate 1. Prepared by Will McCallum ] 
Design Alternate 1 consists of two three-story “U-shaped” buildings that open up to the 
Van Dyke Campus, and one four story building in the paved recreation lot across the street from 
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the Van Dyke Community Center. The U shaped buildings encourage interaction between the 
communal greenspaces inside of the “U’s” and across the street. Because these spaces are 
visually separated from the houses, and outside of the greater zone of public housing campuses, 
interventions are less likely to disrupt the monumentality of the original public housing 
structures. The only on site intervention would by similar in height and massing to the 3 story 
structures that already exist on the campus, and matches the “A-B-A-B” pattern of tall and short 
buildings. These buildings together cover a larger area than the CAMBA Van Dyke building, but 
have a similar square footage of around 115,000 ft^2 and do not obstruct the facades of the 
original slab buildings on site. Because off site interventions would be built upon land owned by 






[Figure 18: Design Alternate 2. Prepared by Will McCallum.] 
 Design Alternate 2 includes two sites within the Van Dyke Campus, with one four story 
building on Mother Gaston Boulevard and one 13 story slab building in the lot across the street 
from the Van Dyke Community Center. This approach maximizes the efficiency of land use by 
placing the taller building in the center of the campus, so that it does not impede views to or from 
the houses and the surrounding neighborhood. The smaller building along Mother Gaston 
Boulevard allows for the tall building to not exceed the height of the surrounding slab buildings 
and activates a street that residents indicated was blighted and dangerous. The square footage is 
roughly 115,000 ft^2 and the land is owned by NYCHA, so cost is not a limiting factor. 
   
Analysis of Design Options 
 When analyzing the new building and Alternates 1 and 2, each scheme is judged based 
upon its appropriateness in regards to resident concerns, architectural significance, price, and site 
analysis. Options for each category are “weak, fair, and strong”.  
Evaluation of Site Placement and Massing Options  
 Resident Concerns 
Architectural 
Significance Price 
 Site Analysis 
CAMB
A fair fair strong 
strong 
Alt 1 strong strong  strong strong 
Alt 2 fair strong  strong strong 
[Figure 19: Value Matrix comparing design options. Prepared by Will McCallum.] 
    
Mill Brook Houses Case Study 
 The Mill Brook Houses are one of several monumental public housing sites in the South 
Bronx that dominate the skyline. The large open spaces and tall towers of the site sit as 
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monuments within the landscape of tenement buildings and row houses that define Mott Haven’s 
buildings stock.  
 
[Figure 20: Map of Mill Brook Houses and Mill Brook Extension. Prepared by: NYCHA, 
Performance Tracking & Analytics Department (December 2020)] 
Description of the Housing Project 
 Mill Brook Houses is a collection of nine sixteen story buildings completed on May 31, 
1959. The buildings were designed by Chapman, Evans, & Delehanty architects, and situated 
within two superblocks that previously were four blocks of tenement buildings. The Mill Brook 
Extension is a single sixteen story L-shaped building, completed in 1960 and designed by 
Lorimer Rich & Associates. These buildings only occupy 14% of the total area of the 
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superblocks, and the remainder of the space is occupied by greenspace, parking lots, and 
recreational spaces.  
 
[Figure 21: This slab building is the primary building type on the site. Source: Source: Google 
Earth. http://www.earth.google.com [April 14, 2021].] 
 
History of Mill Brook Houses 
 Mill Brook Houses is located in the historic neighborhood of Mott Haven, in the South 
Bronx. Mott Haven was originally part of the town of Morissania, which incorporated the 
Manhattan grid and began developing in the 1850s.66 Between 1850 and 1870, this neighborhood 
 
66 Merry, Frederick Carles, M Dripps, and Valentine Keil. Map of Westchester County, New York: 
from actual surveys. [N.Y. New York: Published by M. Dripps, . N.Y.: Printed by V. Keil & C. Fatzer, 
1858] Map. https://www.loc.gov/item/2013593240/. 
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was mostly populated with factories. The dome for the U.S. Capitol building was cast at Janes & 
Kirkland’s factory at 3rd Avenue and 149th street in Mott Haven during this period.67 Beginning 
in the 1870s, and continuing through the 1920s, Mott Haven began to house an influx of German 
immigrants, with a concentration of Jewish-German immigrants along East 149th street.68 Parts 
of Mott Haven, such as Alexander Avenue began to house wealthier home owners who wanted 
to escape the city, earning the street the titles “Doctor’s Row” and “Irish Fifth Avenue”. The 
Piccirilli Brothers operated their stone masonry business on East 142nd street, between Willis 
and Brook Avenues. In the early 1900s, as the street grid extended to 263rd street in the northern 
end of the Bronx, Mott Haven grew in population and specialized in Piano factories. Many 
historically significant piano factories from the period are still extant near Mill Brook Houses 
along Bruckner Avenue, including Estey Piano & Organ Company, Bollerman-Kroger, Haines 
Kroger, and Krakauer Piano.69 In the 1930s, Mott Haven also became home to a large number of 
Irish immigrants, opening a number of restaurants, taverns, dance halls along Willis Avenue and 
East 138th Street. However, by the late 1930s redlining and the New Deal were systematically 
disadvantaging residents of Mott Haven, as it was entirely “red lined” by the Federal Housing 
Authority largely for racial minorities that lived there. This prevented private lenders from 
making loans to residents in that area, and increased disinvestment.70  
 
67 Walsh, Kevin. “MOTT HAVEN-PORT MORRIS, BRONX.” Forgotten New York, November 
4, 2013. https://forgotten-ny.com/2013/11/mott-haven%E2%80%94port-morris-bronx/.  
68 “Mott Haven Bronx History.” UrbanAreasnet. Accessed April 12, 2021. 
https://urbanareas.net/info/resources/neighborhoods-bronx/mott-haven-bronx-history/.  
69 Walsh. 
70 “Mapping Inequality.” Digital Scholarship Lab.  
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 After World War II, the process of disinvestment in Mott Haven was intensified by white 
flight, as white residents moved to restricted planned communities just outside of the city where 
African American and Latino residents were not able to buy property. Thus, by the time that Mill 
Brook Houses were being built, many of the existing buildings on the site were severely 
substandard. According to newspaper accounts published at the date of the opening of the 
buildings, 1,360 of the 1,945 dwelling units were considered to be “substandard”. Furthermore, 
585 apartments in the area were considered to be “rapidly deteriorating”, and the entire 
neighborhood was predominantly old law structures. In 1973 Robert Moses declared that the 
South Bronx was a slum “beyond rebuilding, tinkering and restoring” and that therefore it is 
justified for it to be “leveled to the ground”.71  
The first public housing project in the South Bronx was Patterson Houses, built in 1950, 
and followed by Mill Brook Houses in 1959, Mott Haven Houses in 1965, and Mitchell Houses 
in 1966.72 These public housing campuses in the South Bronx became home to refugees from 
Robert Moses’s urban renewal project at Lincoln Center, in a neighborhood that was formerly 
majority African American, African Carribean and Puerto Rican.73 The initiative for building 
Mill Brook Houses has been attributed to Ira S Robbins, the president of the Citizens Housing 
and Planning Council, who advocated for a housing project on the site of Mill Brook Houses in 
 
71 “Low Rent Project Slated For Bronx.” New York Amsterdam News. January 24, 1953.  
72 “List of New York City Housing Authority Properties.” Wikipedia. Wikimedia Foundation, 
March 31, 2021.  
73 Davidson, Adam. “From the Editor: What’s Wrong with the Bronx?” Mott Haven Herald, July 
12, 2012.  
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1952 due to the lack of park and playground facilities in the area, as well as the substandard 
housing conditions.74  
 
[Figure 22: This slab building is the primary building type on the site. Source: Source: Google 
Earth. http://www.earth.google.com [April 14, 2021].] 
The architects of Mill Brook Houses, Chapman Evans & Delehanty, were best known for 
their work on buildings on the Brooklyn College Campus from the 1930s to the 1960s, the 
design for the Masonic Center and the Japan Pavilion at the World’s Fair in Corona Park in 
1964, and the Nassau County Supreme Court Building in 1967. In category of high-rise housing, 
 
74 “Millbrook Playground.” Millbrook Playground Highlights : NYC Parks.  
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the firm also designed the Bland Houses in Flushing, New York in 1952, and the Seaside 
Rockaway Apartments in 1956.75    
As a result of the construction of a large number of public housing projects in the 1950s 
and 1960s, residents of the South Bronx remember that period as characterized by the 
inconvenience of many streets being blocked off, the disruption of many pedestrian paths, and 
the immense noise and disruption. However, residents also remember the excitement and hope 
that they felt when the houses opened. Former resident Mark Naison remembered in a public 
testimony the hope and community that Mill Brook Houses was founded on, alongside “rich 
publicly funded youth services” and “incredibly supportive communal life”, which allowed 
young people to have more opportunities than current residents.76 Over time, Mott Haven’s 
demographic shifted to being mostly African American and Hispanic, with the greatest 
concentration of Puerto Rican residents in the Country.77  
In the 1970s, vacancy, crime, and poverty were rampant in the neighborhood surrounding 
Mill Brook Houses, and many landowners paid children to burn down existing old law tenement 
buildings to collect the insurance money for those properties. 78The result is that the once intact 
historic built environment of the South Bronx surrounding the public housing campuses still has 
many vacant lots, or else substandard single story infill structures built in the place of dense 
urban housing. 
 
75 “Chapman Evans & Delehanty.” Queens Modern. Accessed April 12, 2021.  
76 Rimer, Sara. “Painting a Portrait of Black Experience in the Bronx.” The New York Times, July 
30, 2003.  
77 U.S. Census Bureau (2011). Hispanic or Latino by Type: 2010, 2010 Census Summary File.  
78 Decade of Fire. PBS.org, 2019.  
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Introduction to Current intervention 
 
[Figure 23: This slab building is the primary building type on the site. Source: Source: Google 
Earth. http://www.earth.google.com [April 14, 2021].] 
 Located at 570 East 137th Street, Mill Brook Terrace was designed by Perkins Eastman 
for West Side Federation of Senior and Supportive Housing and completed in 2020. Construction 
started in 2017 and ended in January of 2020.79 The building is nine stories tall and is elbow 
shaped.  
 
79 “Mill Brook Terrace.” EMPORIS. Accessed April 12, 2021.  
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 The design intent according to Richard Rosen, a principal at Perkins Eastman who 
worked on the project, was to activate the corner lot and differentiate in style from the other 
buildings on the Mill Brook Campus. They intentionally did not want to “turn their backs on the 
towers”, and so a similar treatment was given to the façade facing the houses as the façade facing 
the street. In the space between the new intervention and the existing towers, outdoor seating and 
landscaping activate the space and make it occupiable during the summer and spring. However, 
the effect is certainly that the Mill Brook Terrace building is obscuring the view of the Mill 
Brook Houses from the street, and separating the houses from the commercial activity and 
pedestrian traffic on 149th street. The façade design is meant to illustrate the use within the 
building. Where red brick exists on the façade, that is meant to signify the residential spaces. 
Community spaces and circulation are indicated with metal spandrels on the exterior.  





[Figure 24: Source: ] 
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 In three community workshops at Mill Brook Houses on September 16, 20, and 22 of 
2014 residents indicated “strong” and “weak” places in and around the public housing site. 
Residents indicated that open spaces and green spaces within Mill Brook Houses provide 
activities for youth and quiet spaces for seniors. They also indicated that the retail between 
Brook and Cypress on 138th street area to be an affordable and accessible community anchor. 
Weak places, identified by residents, include the grounds of Mill Brook in general, where 
grounds suffer from lack of maintenance, criminal activity, lack of safe socialization spaces, and 
homeless congregants. The area along 137th street between St. Anne and Brook are the setting 
for violent crimes and have poor lighting, and the area under the Bruckner Expressway is a stage 
for criminal activity as well, with limited police patrolling.80  
 Green spaces at Mill Brook have higher fences than Van Dyke for the most part, creating 
an enclosure around the perimeter. Grass and trees frame the entire site, and are an important 
enduring attribute of the landscape. There is limited large greenspace in the neighborhood, 
mostly pocket parks. Fences are taller at this site than Van Dyke or Ingersoll, and they control 
movement in and around the site heavily.  
 Entrances are inward facing, creating several courtyards where entrances face each other. 
Public transportation allows access to Midtown and Lower Manhattan through the 6 Subway 
Line, located one block north of the site on East 138th street. The M33 bus line allows for access 
to Upper Manhattan, where the 1 Train connects to Midtown and Lower Manhattan. Commercial 
spaces are largely located north of the site, along east 138th street between Brown Place and 
Cypress Avenue, as well as St. Anne Avenue and Brook Avenue between E 137th and E 139th 
Streets. Because public transportation and commercial spaces are located north of the site, 
 
80 New York City Housing Authority [NYCHA], Next Generation NYCHA Van Dyke Community Vision 
(2014). https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/nycha/downloads/pdf/mill-brook-report-en.pdf 
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circulation largely happens along Brook Avenue, St. Anne Avenue, and Cypress Avenue. 
Because of the Bruckner expressway, pedestrian traffic south of the overpass is limited, 
considered dangerous at night, and is concentrated on St. Ann Ave.  
   




[Figure 25: Source: ] 
   
Mill Brook Terrace Site 
 
[Figure 26:  Source: Google Earth. http://www.earth.google.com [April 14, 2021].] 
 The site of the Mill Brook Terrace building by Perkins Eastman is situated at a corner, 
visible from 138th Street, and generally at the center of activity of Mill Brook Houses. Because 
one side is immediately adjacent to the Bruckner Expressway, with only one street that connects 
to the industrial buildings on the other side, this façade is certainly the “back” of the housing 
project. The opposite side, along 137th street and one block from the active commercial street and 
subway entrances, must be the “front” of the houses. Within this framework, it seems that the 
Mill Brook Terrace site is the most valuable from a real estate perspective. It is also located on a 
corner, so it is visible from both St. Ann Ave and East 137th street.  
 Given the historical significance of this site, both architecturally and as a symbol of hope 
for the residents who depend upon the institution of NYCHA, this site seems unlikely to produce 
a desirable result. The towers were designed to rise out of the trees that lined the street and frame 
the superblock, and this relationship of towers and trees created the monumental condition of the 
buildings. The eyes of the streetgoer shift focus from the facades of the nearby tenement 
buildings that hug the lot lines to the open green spaces that line the streets surrounding the 
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housing development and obscure the building entrance. The monumentality achieved by this 
separation is disrupted by a corner lot because it leaves no room for greenspace to frame the site, 
and in the case of the existing building it also separates the pedestrian traffic of the new 
construction from the historic buildings on the site. If an intervention on this site were to be set 
back from the original site boundaries, and short enough that the original buildings of the Mill 
Brook Houses are still visible and dominant in the skyline, the footprint would not be large 
enough to make this site a viable option.  
 
On Site Alternatives 
 
  
[Figure 27: Proposed lot currently used for waste storage. Source: Source: Google Earth. 
http://www.earth.google.com [April 14, 2021].] 
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[Figure 28: Proposed lot currently used as parking lot. Source: Source: Google Earth. 
http://www.earth.google.com [April 14, 2021].] 
 Two small spaces are available at the “back” of Mill Brook Houses, which are much less 
visible from the surrounding residential neighborhood and on the less busy street of East 135th 
St. The first site (Figure X) sits next to the Mill Brook playground, in a fenced off area that 
appears to be the way station for waste as it moves from the Mill Brook Houses to the landfill. 
Several dumpsters sit here in a wire cage that is exposed to the elements. In a new intervention at 
this site, the same use could be incorporated into the ground floor program. Since the site is 
within the Mill Brook campus, it also has the benefit of not costing NYCHA any money to buy 
the property. The second on site intervention alternative is the parking lot along East 135th Street 
between Brook and St. Ann’s Avenue. This long and slender parking lot well hidden by the 
adjacent slab buildings on either side of it, and sits at the “back” of the campus.  
 Both on-campus alternatives to the Mill Brook Terrace site are situated in the middle of 
the block. The limited traffic along East 135th Street would be the only situation where new 
interventions on these sites would block the visibility of the historic Mill Brook Houses 
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buildings. Views from the adjacent Bruckner Expressway should not be considered because they 
are only experienced briefly and out of context.  
 Interventions for these sites would have to be shorter, so that the monumentality of the 
existing buildings remains clear to the viewer. These sites are ideal on-site alternatives because 
they preserve the dominant viewsheds of the houses from the neighborhood, and disrupt the main 
arteries of pedestrian traffic the least. If possible, they should also be set back from the trees and 
the sidewalk, to maintain a perimeter of greenery.  
    
Off Site Alternatives 
 
 
[Figure 29: Parking lot at 473 East 136th Street. Source: Google Earth. 




[Figure 30: Vacant lot at 577 East 137th Street. Source: Google Earth. 
http://www.earth.google.com [April 14, 2021].] 
 
 
[Figure 31: parking lot at 611 East 137th Street. Source: Google Earth. 
http://www.earth.google.com [April 14, 2021].]  
The lots at 473 East 136th, 577 East 137th Street, and 611 East 137th Street each represent 
underutilized land that could be redeveloped for affordable housing. In three community 
workshops at Mill Brook Houses residents indicated that East 137th Street, and other streets in 
the neighborhood, were afflicted by drugs, gang activity, robberies, shooting, and other criminal 
activities. In a study by researchers in Philadelphia in 2018, controlled beautification of vacant 
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properties in neighborhoods with high crime in that city were effective in reducing the amounts 
of crime, vandalism, and safety concerns reported by residents.81 These efforts were effective 
because they eliminated places for crime to occur. Given that crime and violence were the largest 
factors that residents used to determine weak places around the campus, new development within 
vacant land in the neighborhood could reduce crime.  
The parking lot at 473 East 136th Street is owned by The Universal Church and valued at 
$301,000.82 The vacant lot at 577 East 137th Street is owned by Anna M Del Gigante is valued at 
$342,000.83 The vacant lot at 611 East 137th Street is owned by Mustafa Realty Corp. and valued 
at $321,000.84 Since on site alternatives would require no cost for acquiring land for 
development, the aesthetic and safety benefits of developing in these lots should be compared to 
the added cost of development and weighted accordingly.   





Mill Brook Terrace 
 
81 Branas, Charles C., Eugenia South, Michelle C. Kondo, Bernadette C. Hohl, Philippe 
Bourgois, Douglas J. Wiebe, and John M. MacDonald. “Citywide Cluster Randomized 
Trial to Restore Blighted Vacant Land and Its Effects on Violence, Crime, and Fear.” 
PNAS. National Academy of Sciences, March 20, 2018.  
 
82 “203 Brown Place.” NYC Department of Finance. Accessed April 13, 2021.  
83 “577 East 137 Street.” NYC Department of Finance. Accessed April 13, 2021. 
84 “611 East 137 Street.” NYC Department of Finance. Accessed April 13, 2021. 
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[Figure 32: Prepared by: Will McCallum] 
 Mill Brook Terrace is roughly 126,000 ft^2. The current massing and site placement of 
Mill Brook Terrace is highly visible for residents entering the campus from the north at Cypress 
Avenue, St. Ann’s Avenue, and Brook Avenue. As East 138th Street is the location of the 
entrances to the 6 Subway Station, as well as the majority of commercial spaces in this part of 
Mott Haven, the northern façade of the houses where Mill Brook Terrace is located is the 
primary vantage point for the neighborhood to Mill Brook Houses. Since the land is already 
owned by NYCHA, it would be cost effective to use this site for NYCHA and the developer.  
Because of its prominent location, development on this site would almost certainly block views 
of the buildings from the street for residents and pedestrians who experience the site. The image 
of the towers surrounded by trees and greenspace symbolized hope for the many residents on the 
waiting list for NYCHA housing. For residents who do not qualify for living in subsidized 
housing, they stand as a monument for the ideals of subsidized housing that is unique to the city 
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of New York in terms of scale and success over time. The trees that obscure the base of these 
buildings are disrupted by this intervention, which have grown on the site since their 
construction in the 1950s in a neighborhood that otherwise has fewer trees. 
Alternate 1 
 
[Figure 33: Alternate Design #1. Prepared by: Will McCallum] 
 
 The design for alternate two utilizes two midblock sites along East 135th Street that 
neighbor the Bruckner expressway and sit at the back of Mill Brook Houses. Here, two ten story 
buildings are constructed so that they do not compete with the Mill Brook Houses slab buildings 
in terms of height. Their combined square footage is equivalent to the Mill Brook Terrace 
intervention. Their presence at the back of these two sites allows for unobstructed views of the 
Mill Brook Houses from the main thoroughfares, and unobstructed views from the Mill Brook 
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Houses to the surrounding streets. Development on two underutilized sites allows for shorter 
buildings with smaller footprints than Mill Brook Terrace. This option avoids disrupting the 
perception of monumentality of the houses by preserving the perimeter of trees along the 
northern edge of the houses, as well as the views of the slab buildings towering over them. 
Because little circulation happens at the back end of the houses, there are fewer chances for the 
disrupting the movement within the campus and circulation out of the campus. Furthermore, 
because these sites are located within the campus, they would not require NYCHA or the 
developer to purchase the property before redevelopment.    
Alternate 2 
 
[Figure 34: Alternate Design #2. Prepared by: Will McCallum] 
 The design of Alternate 2 is set within the footprint of the two parking lots and 1 vacant 
lot along 137th Street. By allotting four stories to the footprints of the parking lot at 473 East 
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136th Street and the parking lot at 611 East 137th Street, as well as a five story intervention at the 
vacant lot at 577 East 137th Street, Alternate 2 achieves the same square footage of the Mill 
Brook Terrace intervention without adding any housing to the ground of Mill Brook Houses. 
These interventions match the height of the tenement buildings that make up the majority of the 
blocks in which they are situated. This alternate design is advantageous because it does not 
disturb the visual relationship between towers and surrounding greenspace. Therefore, the 
monumentality of the structures is perhaps best preserved by this intervention. By redeveloping 
these lots, the main complaint of residents that the area is ridden with crime would likely be 
improved. It would also be providing new affordable housing for residents without taking away 
any of the shared space, views, or amenities of the current residents. However, the combined 
price of each lot is roughly $900,000, and so this cost would have to be taken into account before 
development.   
Analysis of Design Options 
When analyzing Mill Brook Terrace and Alternates 1 and 2, each scheme is judged based upon 
its appropriateness in regards to resident concerns, architectural significance, price, and site 
analysis. Options for each category are “weak, fair, and strong”. 
 








Terrace fair  weak strong weak 
 
 
Alternate 1 strong strong strong strong  
Alternate 2 strong strong weak strong  
[Figure 35: Value Matrix comparing design options. Prepared by Will McCallum ] 
Ingersoll Houses 
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 Ingersoll Houses campus is comprised of sixteen six story buildings and four eleven story 
buildings. These monumental buildings sit within two superblocks of trees, greenspace, and 
recreational space. The project sits within the Fort Green neighborhood, immediately adjacent to 
the tall residential towers of Downtown Brooklyn.  
 
[Figure 36: Boundaries and Building Footprints of Ingersoll Houses. Prepared by: NYCHA, 
Performance Tracking & Analytics Department (December 2020)] 
 
Description of Ingersoll Houses 
 Ingersoll Houses is one half of the original Fort Greene Houses, which was built between 
1941 and 1944 to house the workers in the Brooklyn Navy Yard. The project was designed by a 
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large team of prominent architects including Wallace K Harrison, Albert Mayer, and Ely Jacques 
Kahn, and is situated within two superblocks. The buildings only occupy 25% of the total 
property area of Ingersoll Houses, and the rest of the space is made up of walking paths, trees, 
greenspace, and recreation space.  
 
 
[Figure 37: Source: Google Earth. http://www.earth.google.com [April 14, 2021].] 
 
History of Ingersoll Houses 
   
The early history of the Fort Green neighborhood was defined by its location as an 
affordable place for sailors and industrial workers to live. It was also defined by racism and 
segregation in the built environment of New York City. By 1870, the neighborhood that is today 
know as Fort Green was known as “the Jungle”, and was home to over half of the African 
American population in Brooklyn, with the majority of the population living north of Fort Green 
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Park, designed in 1864 by Olmstead and Vaux.85 The neighborhood retained this character until 
many of the African American residents were forcibly relocated by the construction of Fort 
Greene Houses, which occupied the exact same footprint as the boundaries of the neighborhood 
referred to as “the Jungle,” where only two structures remain from the pre-urban renewal era. 
The neighborhood also was characterized by disease, crime, and around a 90% coverage rate of 
total land area.86 
 
 
85 Campanella, Thomas J.. Brooklyn : The Once and Future City. Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 2019. Accessed April 14, 2021. (ProQuest Ebook Central), 358. 
86 Ibid, 372.  
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[Figure 38: Original Scheme of Fort Green Houses organized around a promenade that mirrors 
the Fort Green Park promenade. Source: “[Rendering of Fort Greene Housing Project].” 
[Rendering of Fort Greene housing project] | Brooklyn Visual Heritage.] 
In the 1934 Real Property Inventory, startling statistics were made public of the 
conditions in this neighborhood. Outside of the Lower East Side, these were considered to be the 
“worst slums” in the city.87 The highest tuberculosis and infant mortality rates in the city were 
recorded in this area, as well as the nearby Vinegar Hill neighborhood.88 Around 700 buildings 
were demolished to build the Fort Green Houses, and the majority of them were old law 
tenements.89 Over 83% of the residential buildings lacked central heat or hot water in 1940, and 
more than 100 homes only had hall toilets. Some houses still used outhouses in the rear yard of 
their plots.90 These were the stated reasons for building the Ingersoll Houses, although it is clear 
that the Housing Authority and City of New York were also primarily targeting African 
American neighborhoods for demolition and replacing them with projects where only white 
residents were accepted as renters. In 1940, after years of lobbying, Mayor La Guardia, Brooklyn 
Borough President John Cashmore, and Governor Herbert H Lehman agreed upon a $20 million 
loan from the state to the city to build Fort Greene Houses and demolish the blighted 
neighborhood.91 This project involved forcibly relocating 1600 families in the summer of 1940, 
and demolishing the tenements and informal housing that was existing there.92 The majority of 
these African American families were relocated outside of the Fort Green Houses, which had 
 
87 Ibid, 358.  
88 Ibid, 358.  
89 “One-Room Suites for Fort Greene.” The New York Times. July 20, 1941.  
90 Campanella, 358.  
91 Ibid, 367.  
92 Ibid, 358.  
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strict restrictions as to who qualified for the housing, and many were relocated to public housing 
in cheaper neighborhoods in the outer areas of the five boroughs such as Brownsville.93  
The Fort Green Houses were the largest single public housing project ever created in the 
U.S., and the first instance where elevator buildings had been incorporated into public housing 
sites in the U.S.94 There were three teams of architects involved, due to the unprecedented size 
and scale, and they were each made up of prominent architects. The first team was led by 
Wallace K Harrison and J Andre Fouilhoux, assisted by Rosario Candela and Albert Mayer. The 
second team was led by Ely Jacques Kahn, and the third team was led by Clarence Stein.95 
Because of the use of elevators, this project arguably marks the shift from the “Early Tower in 
the Park” period to the later “Tower in the Park” period. The houses were revolutionary for their 
allocation of “maximum light, air, and privacy,” and for their many conveniences such as 
laundry rooms, drying rooms, electrical appliances, and private modern bathrooms, as well as the 
larger overall floorplate for each family unit.96 This project also was a remarkable shift because, 
as opposed to earlier housing projects, it housed a population of more than double the original 
population that lived there, with better housing conditions and with only a fraction of the original 
building coverage, afforded by the high rise construction.97 Notably, one of the original designs 
of the Fort Green Houses aligned “Fort Green West”, what would later be known as Ingersoll 
Houses, with the statue designed by Mckim Mead and White and promenade located in Fort 
 
93 Milton J Goell, “Brownsville Must Have Public Housing,” Brownsville Must Have Public Housing (New 
York, NY: Brooklyn Committee for Better Housing, 1940), 25.  
94 Parks, Recreation, and Historic Preservation Division, NYCHA Section 106 Programmatic 
Agreement § (2017), 82.  
 
95 Ibid, 82.  
96 “One-Room Suites for Fort Greene.” The New York Times. July 20, 1941. 
97 Campanella, 372.  
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Green Park.98 This unrealized design extended the promenade across from the park, integrating it 
into the landscape of the new buildings themselves. This design was changed in order to allow 
for traffic to more easily move through the large superblock site. 
After its construction, the neighborhood businesses that once supported a much smaller 
population were hopeful for increased revenue for their businesses. By 1945, the population had 
shifted dramatically and only 539 of the total 3500 families living in Ingersoll Houses were 
African American.99 New residents were primarily middle class, had steady incomes, and a 
vibrant social life on the public housing campus itself, producing their own newsletter titled “The 
Tenant’s Voice.”100 However, a dramatic shift occurred when the Brooklyn Navy yard stopped 
operation in 1946 and 300 families from Ingersoll Houses vacated almost overnight.101 These 
families were almost immediately replaced by African American families moving to the city 
from the south, specifically from North Carolina and Virginia.102 This process of racial 
transformation intensified when the housing authority decided, due to demand, to remove from 
the project residents making more than $3,000 per year.103 In the ensuing decades, from 1950 to 
1970, the Fort Green Houses lost more than 10,000 white residents. In 1957 and 1958, as prices 
mounted for the housing authority, the Housing Project was renovated and divided into the 
western half, Raymond V Ingersoll Houses, and the eastern half, Walt Whitman Houses.104 
 
98 “[Rendering of Fort Greene Housing Project].” [Rendering of Fort Greene housing project] | Brooklyn 
Visual Heritage. Accessed April 14, 2021. 
99 Campanella, 379.  
100 Ibid, 374.  
101 Ibid, 374. 
102 Ibid, 374.  
103 Ibid, 374.  
104 Kimmelman, Michael. “Brooklyn, Before It Was a Global Brand: Walk Its History.” The 
New York Times. The New York Times, May 20, 2020.  
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The architects that designed the Ingersoll Houses were known for their respective 
specialties. Wallace K Harrison designed important modernist works such as the United Nations 
complex in 1948, the Metropolitan Opera House at Lincoln Center in 1966, and the Empire State 
Mall in Albany in 1965. Before Fort Greene Houses, Harrison had designed the Trylon and 
Perisphere in 1939 for the World’s Fair.105 Albert Mayer and Clarence Stein were both 
outspoken advocates for large scale housing projects in the 1930s, which influenced the creation 
of the United States Housing Authority in 1937 and the establishment of the first Public Housing 
in the Country.106 
 Two other NYCHA sites also exist in the same area of Downtown Brooklyn. Farragut 
Houses was completed in 1952 in Vinegar Hill, another neighborhood that had originally housed 
a large number of African American residents. Walt Whitman Houses was originally the other 
half of Fort Greene Houses, built in 1944 in what was “the Jungle” neighborhood, now known as 
Fort Greene.  
 
 
105 Goldberger, Paul. “ROCKEFELLER CENTER ARCHITECT.” The New York Times. The 
New York Times, December 3, 1981.  
 
106 Goldberger, Paul. “ALBERT MAYER, 83, ARCHITECT AND HOUSING PLANNER, 




[Figure 39: NYCHA sites in Downtown Brooklyn and Fort Greene. Prepared by: Will 
McCallum. Source: Google Earth. http://www.earth.google.com [April 14, 2021].] 
Introduction to Stonewall House Senior Residences 
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[Figure 40: Image of Stonewall House Senior Residences (2021). Source: Google Earth. 
http://www.earth.google.com [April 14, 2021].] 
 Stonewall House is located at 271 Myrtle Avenue. It was designed by Marvel Architects 
and completed in 2019. Construction lasted from 2017 to 2019. The building is 17 stories, with 
two setbacks on its northern face adjacent to the Church of St. Michael-St. Edward.  
 The design is similar in appearance to newly built middle class apartment buildings in the 
neighborhood. The façade is uniform and monumental in scale. However, it is also located in a 
former greenspace that signaled continuity between Ingersoll and Fort Green Houses at the 
intersection of St. Edwards and Myrtle Avenue. Rather than being set back from the street as the 
other buildings are on the campus, the Stonewall House is immediately adjacent to the sidewalk 
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without any greenspace, trees, or grass to separate. The building stands eleven stories taller than 
the neighboring Ingersoll Houses buildings.   
Site Analysis 
 
[Figure 41: Site Analysis of Ingersoll Houses. Source: New York City Housing Authority 
[NYCHA], Next Generation NYCHA: A Community Vision for Ingersoll Houses (2014).] 
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The Ingersoll Houses campus is defined by short brick buildings, framed by grass, 
bushes, and trees. Buildings are set back from the street and the trees and landscape are dominant 
on the streetwall. Fences are generally short, around hip level, and have gates.  
Residents-indicated strong places at Ingersoll include Fort Green Park, with large open 
green spaces and walking paths, as well as Commodore Barry Park which is primarily composed 
of active recreation zones, the Brooklyn Public Library and Ingersoll Community Center, which 
are both located on campus. Weak place indicated by residents include the area under the 
Brooklyn Queens Expressway, which is perceived by residents as dangerous and prone to 
flooding, as well as the campus of Ingersoll itself, which generally suffer from crime, poor 
lighting, broken doors, and poor drainage on the Ingersoll campus.107  
Building entrances are inward facing, and not along a linear grid, so circulation pockets 
occur inside the houses campus before leaving, and then residents flow along Myrtle Avenue and 
along fleet street to Fulton Avenue commercial buildings. Subway entrances for the B and Q 
subway are at the corner of Fleet Street and Flatbush Avenue, which connect to Lower 
Manhattan and Midtown Manhattan. Commercial spaces are mostly located along Myrtle avenue 
between Clermont avenue and Washington Park, as well as Dekalb avenue between Fort Green 
Place and Bond Street, and Fulton street between Hoyt street and Hanover Place. Commodore 
Barry Park is indicated as a strong place, however the Brooklyn Queens Expressway separating 




107 New York City Housing Authority [NYCHA], Next Generation NYCHA: A Community Vision for 
Ingersoll Houses (2014). 
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[Figure 42: Site Placement Options for New Intervention at Ingersoll Houses. Prepared by: Will 
McCallum] 
   
Stonewall House Site 
 
 
[Figure 43: Stonewall House at 271 Myrtle Avenue. Source: Google Earth. 
http://www.earth.google.com [April 14, 2021].] 
 The site of the Stonewall House by Marvel Architects is located in between Fort Greene 
Park, an amenity that residents indicated as a strong place because the park is “close, safe, and 
enjoyable,” and “frequently patrolled, [has] good lighting, and are well maintained.”108 The site 
is on Myrtle Avenue, which is a main thoroughfare for residents who are commuting to the 
subway station on Flatbush Avenue, shopping on Fulton Street, and commerce on Myrtle 
Avenue itself. It is highly visible from Fort Greene Park. This amenity is not only heavily used 
by the Ingersoll Houses Community, but also by neighboring residents who live in the historic 
neighborhoods of rowhouses to the south and east of the park. In the design of Fort Greene 




of the site, next to the Brooklyn Queens Expressway. These buildings face the industrial 
waterfront, while the southern edge of Fort Greene Houses faces the residential neighborhoods 
adjacent to the park, and generally are welcoming to residents and parkgoers alike because they 
are human scale and surrounded by trees. Because buildings on Walt Whitman Houses campus 
and Ingersoll Houses campus are set back from the street and partially obscured by trees, they 
blur the line between the park and the housing development.  
 From the perspective of Marvel Architects and the developers that worked on the project, 
this site is ideal because it is highly visible and immediately adjacent to the park. The land was 
unspecified greenspace before it was developed to become Stonewall Houses, and so the site is 
also beneficial because it does not remove any specified recreation space or parking from the 
current residents of Ingersoll Houses. It is also already owned by NYCHA, so development on 
this land would be cheaper than developing in vacant land outside of the campus.  
    
On Site Alternatives 
 
 
[Figure 44: Underutilized Green Space on St. Edwards Street. Source: Google Earth. 
http://www.earth.google.com [April 14, 2021].] 
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 This site sits between one six story building and one eleven story building on Ingersoll 
campus, facing St. Edwards St. and across the street from the Community Roots Charter School. 
This road is not public facing, since it is restricted to local traffic, and the sidewalk on the 
western side the street is discontinuous between Myrtle Avenue and Park Avenue. This location 
is also beneficial for a new housing intervention within the Ingersoll Houses campus because it is 
not visually intrusive to the site. Because it is located adjacent to the taller buildings on the 
campus, and closer to the highway than Myrtle Avenue, the six story walk-up buildings at the 
front of the campus would be unobstructed. It is also beneficial that this site is owned by 
NYCHA, so no added cost need be considered for purchasing the land.  
The site is disadvantageous because it is relatively small and therefore could not single 
handedly replace the same square footage that the Stonewall House currently occupies without 
exceeding the height of the current Ingersoll Houses eleven story towers. These four buildings 
were the tallest public housing buildings when they were completed in 1944, and so any 
interventions on the site should not compete with them by height.   
    




[Figure 45: Parking Lot at 244 Gold Street. Source: Google Earth. http://www.earth.google.com 
[April 14, 2021].] 
 
[Figure 46: Parking Lot at 102 Fleet Place. Source: Google Earth. http://www.earth.google.com 
[April 14, 2021].] 
 The parking lots at 244 Gold Street and 102 Fleet Place are both located within short 
walking distance from Ingersoll Houses. These sites would be preferable to on site interventions 
of Ingersoll campus because the site is very dense with buildings and trees, leaving few open 
spaces for development. The Stonewall House has a large square footage due to its height, and so 
off site locations close to taller buildings, in areas where zoning allows for taller buildings, are 
preferable in terms of preserving the green space on Ingersoll Houses’ campus. Given that the 
green space is a crucial component of the reform ideas that these houses represent, their 
preservation should be heavily weighted in decision making.  
 These two parking lots are disadvantageous for their price. The lot at 240 Gold Street is 
owned by PS Northeast, LLC and is worth $206,000.109 The parking lot at 102 Fleet Place is 
 
109 “244 Gold Street.” Accessed April 14, 2021.  
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owned by 147 Prince Street LLC and worth $427,000.110 These costs are significant in 
determining whether NYCHA can afford to acquire them, and might make the redevelopment 
here unattainable financially.  
 
[Figure 47: Parking Lot at Park Avenue and St. Edwards Street. Source: Google Earth. 
http://www.earth.google.com [April 14, 2021].] 
  The parking lot at the corner of Park Avenue and St. Edwards Street is part of the entire 
complex that is owned by the New York City Department of Education and valued at 
$15,873,000. Because the city already owns this site, it could sell the property to NYCHA for $1 
and redevelop the site for affordable housing. This site is in a good location because it is at the 
back of the Ingersoll Houses site, facing toward the industrial waterfront and the Brooklyn 
Queens Expressway. It is also located on land was originally cleared to create the greater housing 
complex, and is sandwiched between Walt Whitman Houses and Ingersoll Houses, bridging the 
gap between these historically related housing complexes. Because of the site and height 
restrictions of the site, new development here could allow for the same amount of interstitial 
greenspace within its footprint while still providing a large number of affordable units.    
    
 
110 “147 Prince Street.” Accessed April 14, 2021. 
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Design Strategies for Each Site 
 
[Figure 48: Stonewall House. Prepared by: Will McCallum.] 
Stonewall House is roughly 125,000 ft^2 of residential space. The massing allows for 
high visibility along Myrtle Avenue, and gives residents preferred views over the surrounding 
low rise public housing developments, residential neighborhoods, and Fort Greene Park. These 
views are not available to residents of the other buildings on Ingersoll Houses, and the difference 
creates a hierarchy between the residents of the new and older buildings on the campus. By 
filling the lot to the sidewalk, Stonewall House is intentionally differentiating itself from the 
surrounding buildings which are all set back from the street and obscured by trees. This breaks 
the illusion of buildings floating within a parklike setting, and differentiates between the new and 
old residents. Given the historical importance of Ingersoll Houses, as representative of a 
particular moment in planning theory where greenspace is the reform element for public housing, 
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new interventions should optimize the preservation of that greenspace. Stonewall Houses 
benefits from being on the largest undeveloped site on Ingersoll Campus, so it is able to fit ample 
units without paying the added cost of acquiring nearby vacant land for redevelopment.  
 
[Figure 49: Design Alternate #1. Prepared by: Will McCallum.] 
Design Alternate #1 is able to accommodate for the same amount of rental space as 
Stonewall House with smaller scale interventions that still preserve the identity of Ingersoll 
Houses. This scheme utilizes redevelopment of three sites along St. Edwards Street, and include 
the adaptive reuse of the Church of St. Michael-St. Edward. By giving a new use to an existing 
building on Ingersoll Campus, this minimizes disruption of the existing greenspace on campus. 
The church is vacant and a part of the existing historic fabric connecting the houses to the 
neighborhood that predated them. This design also utilizes two eleven-story towers on the 
underutilized greenspace on St. Edwards Street and the school parking lot at the corner of Park 
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Avenue and St. Edwards Street. Although these interventions have an overall greater footprint 
than the Stonewall House, they also follow allow for pockets of greenspace to exist around them 
to preserve the appearance of towers within a parklike setting on Ingersoll Houses campus. 
Because these sites are all owned by either NYCHA or the Department of Education, 
redevelopment can occur without the added cost of purchasing property for new development.  
 
[Figure 50: Design Alternate #2. Prepared by: Will McCallum.] 
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[Figure 51: Design Alternate #3. Prepared by: Will McCallum.] 
 Design Alternates 2 and 3 can each replace the same square footage of residential units 
currently used by Stonewall Houses. Design Alternate 2 is located on the parking lot at 244 Gold 
Street and matches the Stonewall House in massing and height, at 17 stories. Design Alternate 3 
is located within the footprint of the parking lot at 102 Fleet Place and also matches Stonewall 
Houses height and massing. The benefit of these schemes is that due to zoning and the existing 
street wall of each street within the densely built residential tower district of Downtown 
Brooklyn, the land is able to be maximized in height and efficiency to allocate the most amount 
of units possible. Since these interventions are both separated by other taller buildings from the 
Ingersoll Houses campus, and are themselves not located next to historic properties, there is less 
risk of negatively impacting the impression of Ingersoll Houses. These schemes also have the 
least amount of impact on the greenspace at Ingersoll Houses. Furthermore, redevelopment of 
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vacant land surrounding Ingersoll Houses might alleviate the problems of crime and drug 
activity, similar to Mill Brook Houses. However, the cost of each of these properties is quite 
expensive and so development of new affordable housing at these sites might not be cost 
effective for NYCHA.  
   
Analysis of Designs Options 
When analyzing the Stonewall House and Alternates 1, 2, each scheme is judged based upon its 
appropriateness in regards to resident concerns, architectural significance, price, and site 















House weak weak Strong Fair 
 
 
Alternate 1 Strong Fair Strong Strong  
Alternate 2 Strong Strong Weak Strong  
Alternate 3 Strong Strong Weak Strong  
[Figure 52: Design Alternate #3. Prepared by: Will McCallum.] 
Conclusion 
 CAMBA Van Dyke, Mill Brook Terrace, and Stonewall House each occupy the most 
prominent open spaces within their respective housing projects. The architects, Marvel, Perkins 
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Eastman, and Dattner each chose to differentiate their intervention buildings from the original 
fabric of the housing project rather than “blend in” or situate themselves in the periphery. The 
alternate designs I proposed followed several key findings from my research. Firstly, each of 
these tower in the park structures was part of a reform movement which prioritized open 
greenspace within the site, and allotted only roughly 20% of the land to be covered by buildings. 
The buildings themselves are austere, clad in red brick, and stand above the tree canopy that 
surrounds each site as monuments disconnected from the ground plane and removed from 
pedestrians on the sidewalk. The buildings also stand as monuments to the residents that reside in 
them. Affordable housing is scarce in modern day New York, and much of that has to do with 
the fact that the majority of public housing buildings in the city were built over fifty years ago.  
In order to preserve the monumental appearance of these structures, new interventions 
should try to preserve the carefully planned greenspace within the sites. Because of the nature of 
where these projects are located, in working class communities that have suffered from red lining 
and disinvestment over the years, each housing project is surrounded by a number of vacant lots 
that are currently being used as surface parking or are sitting vacant. These lots become a staging 
crime for violent and drug related crime, and each neighborhood survey that NYCHA conducted 
at Ingersoll, Mill Brook, and Van Dyke indicated that crime was a problem in and around the 
housing site. In the case of Ingersoll and Van Dyke, the city already owns some of these vacant 
lots, and so cost is not an issue in developing them. In other cases, like Mill Brook, although 
vacant lots are common around the site they are all privately owned, making new development of 
affordable housing more costly within those parcels. In the search for locations to develop new 
affordable housing in New York, where affordable housing is desperately needed, one obvious 
location for some is to redevelop within underutilized green spaces, parking lots, and recreational 
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spaces within the boundaries of Tower in the Park sites. After analyzing Mill Brook, Van Dyke, 
and Ingersoll, it is clear that developing on site has its own challenges. In most cases, these on 
site interventions interrupt the historic character of the site by breaking the exterior perimeter of 
greenspace and engaging with the sidewalk, or competing in height with the historic buildings on 
the site whose monumentality is meant to be preserved. These small design changes can make a 
large difference in the symbolic gesture that new development within NYCHA sites represents. 
Decision making in these cases should actively try to gain participating from residents and 
members of the community, as these buildings now have largely come to represent their 
respective communities due to their scale, monumentality, and impact. Using four categories of 
analysis, I evaluated each design and alternate design based upon resident concerns, architectural 
significance, price, and site analysis. The result that I found was that in each case, choosing 
multiple sites allowed for smaller scale interventions that were less likely to impact the public 
face of the public housing buildings.  
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